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Theological Resource List
Judeo-Christian theology is a complex study and an unending search for God’s Truth. It is
literally impossible to read all of the tomes given to the study, interpretation, commentary, and
exegesis of God’s Word. Throughout history, theologians have attempted to understand
Scripture, as well as the writings of early church scholars, early Jewish scholars, and rabbinic
sages. The books presented here are in Dr. Warren’s personal library of over 750 Bible-related
books and resources, researched and studied over the past 30 years. These selected few are
merely a jot representation of the plethora of important works available for serious theological
exploration of Scripture; but they are a fair representation of quality scholarship in their
respective areas. You will see, that there is no specific doctrinal or denominational slant in the
repertoire, and the books are not listed in any specific ranking, other than theological categories.
No one is viewed as “100% wrong” and no one is viewed as “100% correct.”
“I sincerely believe we all have important pieces of the truth. The difficult task is separating the
wheat from the chaff and finding His truth in the gifts given to these God-fearing scholars.”
Vanita Lynn Warren

Biblical Greek Language Resources
Basic Greek in 30 Minutes a Day: A Self-Study Introduction to New Testament
Greek
by James Found (Author), Bruce Olson (Editor)
This self-study introduction to New Testament Greek--now in a shelf-friendly
size--is practical and easy to use by those who have neither the time nor the
opportunity for a formal seminary Greek course. The valuable resource teaches
the Greek alphabet, pronunciation, outlines of grammar, and the meaning of
hundreds of New Testament words as well as how to use Greek dictionaries
and other reference books. The course has proven successful with more than 100,000 copies
sold!
Learn New Testament Greek 3rd Edition
by John H. Dobson (Author)
This comprehensive guide uses a highly effective teaching method to introduce
readers to New Testament Greek quickly. The book provides all the basics of a
beginning grammar. In addition, it includes a wealth of reading and translation
exercises and activities, helpful grammatical resources, and accented Greek text.
Audio files for the book are available through Baker Academic's Textbook
eSources
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Basics of Biblical
Greek Grammar
Hardcover – Deluxe
Edition / Workbook
by Zondervan (Author)

First published in 1993, Basics of Biblical Greek is the most popular introduction to the field,
used in universities and seminaries around the world. Over 200,000 students have learned
biblical Greek under its guidance. This significant third edition has been carefully developed in
consultation with instructors, students, self-learners, and homeschoolers. Users can now take
advantage to the many improvements made at the book’s website, www.Teknia.com, where they
will find―for free―an online course, walking students through every chapter; vocabulary
flashcards; video and audio helps; Greek fonts; quizzes for each chapter; fun songs and games;
and much, much more
Mastering New Testament Greek on CD-ROM: An Interactive Guide for
Beginners (Greek Edition) (Greek) CDR Edition
by Ted Hildebrandt (Author)
Learning New Testament Greek is a difficult task. Many have started only to
be frustrated by the inherent difficulty of the task or the pace of their
classroom instruction. Computer expert and biblical scholar Ted Hildebrandt
offers a multimedia, interactive Greek learning program that can serve as a
supplement to classroom instruction, a self-teaching device, or a refresher
course for the busy pastor. The heart of Mastering New Testament Greek is an interactive tutorial
program built around 28 lessons that walk the student through the basics of Greek vocabulary
and grammar. The student is able to work at his or her own pace, to repeat lessons until
achieving mastery, to actively participate in a multisensory learning process, and to hear the
correct pronunciation of the Greek words throughout the program. The interactive program is
supplemented by electronic books in printable format, including a traditional Greek grammar, a
workbook with exercises for each chapter, a vocabulary builder to aid memorization, and a basic
Greek-to-English dictionary.
Essentials of New Testament Greek Hardcover
by Ray Summers (Author),
A classic text, suited for classrooms or private study. Thousands of pastors have
enhanced their understanding of the New Testament with this user-friendly
book.
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The Complete Vocabulary Guide to the Greek New Testament
by Warren C. Trenchard (Author)
The Complete Vocabulary Guide to the Greek New Testament sets a new
standard as the most comprehensive book of its kind. Covering the entire
vocabulary of the Greek New Testament, this revision of The Student's
Complete Vocabulary Guide to the Greek New Testament contains changes that
make it more useful than ever as a benchmark vocabulary study book and
reference tool
Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament: Coded with Strong's
Concordance Numbers
by Joseph Thayer (Author), James Strong (Author)
For over a century, "Thayer's" has been lauded as one of the best New
Testament lexicons available. Both accessible and thorough, it is a work suited
for the student of New Testament Greek. "Thayer's" provides dictionary
definitions for each word and relates each word to its New Testament usage
and categorizes its nuances of meaning. Its exhaustive coverage of New
Testament Greek words, as well as its extensive quotation of extra-biblical word usage and the
wealth of background sources consulted and quoted, render "Thayer's" an invaluable resource.

Intermediate to Advanced Biblical Greek Resources
Basics of New Testament Syntax, The Hardcover –
Abridged
by Daniel B. Wallace (Author)
The Basics of New Testament Syntax provides concise,
up-to-date guidance for intermediate Greek students to do
accurate exegesis of biblical texts. The Basics of New
Testament Syntax offers a practical grammar for secondyear students.
A Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament, being Grimm's Wilke's
Clavis Novi Testamenti, tr., rev. and enl. by Joseph Henry Thayer Scholar's Choice Edition
by Joseph Henry Thayer (Author), Carl Ludwig Wilibald Grimm (Author),
Christian Gottlob Wilke (Author)
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original
work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work.
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An Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon: Founded Upon the Seventh Edition of
Liddell and Scott's Greek-English Lexicon
by Robert Scott (Author), H. G. Liddell (Editor)
The standard intermediate reference for ancient Greek.

Morphology of Biblical Greek,
by Zondervan (Author)
The Morphology of Biblical Greek explains, in a way second-year Greek
students can understand, how Greek words are formed. It shows that Greek
word formation follows a limited set of rules. Once these rules are understood,
it becomes clear that forms which once seemed to be irregular or an exception
actually follow these morphological rules.

The New Testament in the Original Greek (Greek Edition) (Greek) Hardcover
– December 1, 2005
by Maurice A. Robinson (Author), William G. Pierpont (Author)
Although the autographs no longer exist and no two manuscript copies are
completely identical, sufficient evidence exists by which one can produce an
accurate representation of the original text by comparing and evaluating the
overall manuscript consensus. Robinson and Pierpont have taken the utmost
care in preparing that text for this edition. Various other methods for
restoration of the original NT text have fallen short of their goal, in part due to methodological
subjectivity, and in part to a presuppositional bias against the claims of the Byzantine Textform.

The UBS Greek New Testament: A Reader's Edition (Greek and English
Edition) (Greek) Hardcover – December 5, 2007
by Barclay M. Newman (Author)
The Reader's Edition combines the Bible text of the latest edition of the UBS4
Greek New Testament, edited by Barbara Aland, et. al., with a running GreekEnglish Dictionary, compiled by Barclay M. Newman.
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Introduction to the New Testament in the Original Greek: With Notes on
Selected Readings Hardcover
by B. F. Westcott (Author), Fenton John Anthony Hort (Author)
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